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Experimental and theoretical near-edge x-ray-absorption fine-structure studies of NO+
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Experimental near-edge x-ray-absorption fine-structure (NEXAFS) spectra of the nitrosonium NO+ ion are
presented and theoretically analyzed. While neutral NO has an open shell, the cation is a closed-shell species,
which for NEXAFS leads to the simplicity of a closed-shell spectrum. Compared to neutral NO, the electrons in
the cation experience a stronger Coulomb potential, which introduces a shift of the ionization potential towards
higher energies, a depletion of intensity in a large interval above the π∗ resonance, and a shift of the σ ∗ resonance
from the continuum to below the ionization threshold. NEXAFS features at the nitrogen and oxygen K edges of
NO+ are compared, as well as NEXAFS features at the nitrogen edges of the isoelectronic closed-shell species
NO+, N2, and N2H+.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Near-edge x-ray-absorption fine-structure (NEXAFS)
spectroscopy has, over a long period of time, developed to
a vitally important analytical tool for the characterization
of molecules and molecular materials. Recent instrumental
progress has made it possible to include molecular ions in the
portfolio of applications [1–10]. Combined experimental and
theoretical studies of N2

+ [5] and CO+ [6] cations indicated
widely different features of the NEXAFS spectra compared to
the neutral species. In addition, some of the core-excited states
of the ion correspond to states reached in core-level photoe-
mission of the neutral molecule. In the ionic NEXAFS the
final states are, however, reached from a different initial state,
and the interpretation of the spectra is simplified due to the
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dipole selectivity. This facilitates a detailed characterization
of several core-excited states that were earlier hidden in the
photoemission background. The bare core-hole state, as well
as states with several open shells and different spin coupling,
can be investigated in detail, and strongly correlated states are
identified in long irregular progressions of spectral features
[5,6,8]. Although isoelectronic, the spectral signatures come
out very differently for the two N2

+ and CO+ molecules, and
in the case of CO+, also quite distinct for the two core-hole
sites.

Here we explore this method [11] to measure NEXAFS
spectra of molecular ions further by presenting the oxygen
and nitrogen K edges of the nitrosonium ion (NO+), which
represents a case of a closed-shell cation created from an
open-shell species. We show that this indeed leads to the
simplicity of closed-shell NEXAFS, while differences from
the spectra of the neutral form is present due to the stronger
Coulomb potential experienced by the electrons. As NO+ is
isoelectronic with the closed-shell systems N2 and N2H+, and
the coupling between the electrons is expected to be quali-
tatively similar, we will also provide a comparison between
the three species. We focus on the formation of the spectra in
terms of valence transitions, of Rydberg series, of σ ∗, and con-
tinuum resonances. The results from the three computational
approaches are analyzed; the static exchange method [12],
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implementing the independent particle approximation in the
limit of a close to complete one-particle basis set; the electron-
correlated active space (RASSCF [13–15]) and active space
perturbation theory (RASPT2 [16]) methods. Experimental
and theoretical details, results, discussions, and concluding
remarks are presented in the following.

II. EXPERIMENT

NEXAFS in ion yield of the NO+ molecular cation was
measured at the UE52-PGM beamline at BESSY II using the
Ion Trap end-station [5,11]. The central part of this experi-
mental station is a linear radio frequency ion trap cooled to
cryogenic temperatures. NO was ionized in a He plasma cre-
ated by a magnetron sputter source. The molecular ions NO+

were selected by a quadrupole mass filter and further guided
to the trap, which is aligned with the x-ray beam. After x-ray
absorption, the core-excited states relax mainly via Auger
decay after which the molecular ions dissociate. The fragment
ions N+ and O+ were also stored in the trap and detected with
a reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer. Action spectra
of NO+, assumed to be proportional to the x-ray absorption
spectrum, were produced by monitoring the fragment yield
while scanning the photon energy. The different fragments
gave very similar ion yield spectra.

Ion yield spectra of the full energy range from the lowest
(π∗) resonance to above the ionization potentials were mea-
sured for the nitrogen K edge with a step size of 35 meV and
a resolution of 112 meV. For the oxygen K edge the step size
was 100 meV and the resolution 120 meV. High resolution
measurements of the π∗ resonances were performed using a
step size of 15 meV for nitrogen and 25 meV for oxygen,
in both cases with a resolution of 60 meV. Before the mea-
surements, the beamline was calibrated using the neon 1s-3p
line and different diffraction orders and fix focus constants
of the plane grating monochromator (cff values) [17]. The π∗
resonances of neutral N2 and O2 were measured in a gas cell
with a step size of 8 meV and a resolution of 60 meV and were
used to check the photon energy calibration at each edge. The
measurement of neutral N2 also serves as a comparison to the
nitrogen edge of NO+.

Spectroscopic constants of the π∗ resonances observed at
the nitrogen and oxygen K edges of NO+ were obtained
from a Franck-Condon analysis. The intensity of the transi-
tions were calculated by the Franck-Condon overlap of Morse
potential energy curves, and Voigt functions were used to
simulate the spectrum. The spectroscopic constants of the
excited states were variables in a fit, while the constants of the
initial state were fixed and obtained from the literature [18].
The procedure is described in more detail elsewhere [5] and
the result of the analysis is shown in Table III.

III. THEORY

Two ab initio methods with different characteristics were
employed to determine the electronic structure of the core-
excited states of the NO+ cations: the static-exchange (STEX)
[12] independent particle approximation and the state-
average-restricted active space self-consistent field (RASSCF)

TABLE I. Assignment of the NO+ spectrum at the nitrogen
K-edge from MS-RASPT2 calculations together with calculated ex-
citation energy and oscillator strength ( f ). The energies were shifted
by −2. eV in order to match the experiment. The numbers in the
first column refer to labels in Fig. 1. For the oscillator strength ( f ),
numerals in square brackets indicate powers of 10.

Energy (eV) f (a.u.) [CI weight (%)] Assignment

1 402.48 1.49[−1] [90]2σ−12π

2 412.31 3.90[−3] [83]2σ−11π−12π 2

413.31 2.29[−5] [84]2σ−13pπ
414.22 1.16[−5] [64]2σ−15σ−12π 2

3 415.21 8.77[−4] [87]2σ−11π−12π 2

4 415.8 7.34[−3] [17]2σ−13pσ/[23]2σ−13sσ
[18]2σ−11π−13pσ2π

[13]2σ−11π−13sσ2π

5 417.71 3.82[−3] [15]2σ−14pσ/[16]2σ−13sσ
[11]2σ−11π−14pσ2π

[14]2σ−11π−13sσ2π

6 418.17 1.69[−2] [75]2σ−11π−12π 2

7 419.1 5.84[−3] [36]2σ−14σ−12π 2

[12] 2σ−11π−14pσ2π

8 420.11 1.31[−4] [10]2σ−13pσ/[20]2σ−14pσ
9 420.24 9.58[−3] [82]2σ−14pπ
10 421.08 3.82[−2] [30]2σ−1σ ∗

[24]2σ−11π−1σ ∗2π

11 421.68 2.16[−3] [39]2σ−15pπ
[26]2σ−11π−12π 2

12 422.79 1.80[−3] [44]2σ−15pπ
[21]2σ−11π−12π 2

[13–15] method. These methods were successfully applied to
other molecular ions [5,6,8,19].

The RASSCF calculations were followed by multistate
second-order perturbation calculations (MS-RASPT2) [16],
as implemented in the OPENMOLCAS software [20]. The
quasistationary core-excited states were optimized by impos-
ing core-valence separation so as to avoid the variational
collapse due to filling the core orbital [21,22]. Here, the ANO-
RCC-VQZP basis set [23] along with an auxiliary (8s6p4d)
Rydberg basis set was used. Scalar relativistic effects are
included by using a second-order Douglas-Kroll-Hess Hamil-
tonian [24,25], in combination with the ANO-RCC basis. In
the RASPT2 step, an imaginary shift of 0.3 Hartree [26]
and the default ionization-potential electron-affinity (IPEA)
shift of 0.25 Hartree [27] were in use. The transition dipole
moments in the velocity gauge were obtained by the RAS
state-interaction approach [28,29].

The MS-RASPT2 spectra presented in Fig. 1 and Ta-
bles I and II were computed considering an active space
RAS (10,1,3;1,5,20), where the 1s orbital is placed in RAS1,
the occupied orbitals in RAS2, and unoccupied in RAS3, as
previously used [5,6,8]. The RASSCF active space is labeled
RAS(n, l , m; i, j, k), where i, j, and k are the number of
orbitals in RAS1, RAS2, and RAS3 spaces, respectively, n
is the total number of electrons in the active space, l the
maximum number of holes allowed in RAS1, and m the
maximum number of electrons in RAS3. The theoretical vi-
brationally resolved spectra shown in Fig. 3 were computed
with time-dependent wave-packet formalism [30] with the
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FIG. 1. Experimental and theoretical NEXAFS of NO+ at nitrogen (top) and oxygen (bottom) K edges. Both STEX (blue) and MS-
RASPT2 (red) results at equilibrium geometry are presented and shifted in energy to align with the lowest experimental resonance with the
shift reported in the annotation. The dashed vertical lines indicates the theoretical ionization potentials. Calculated MS-RASPT2 transition
states are labeled with numbers and their assignments are presented in Tables I and II for N and O K edges, respectively.

ESPEC program [31–33], as described previously [5,6]. The
wave packet was propagated on MS-RASPT2 potential energy
curves computed with the procedure described above, but with
the RAS (10,1,0;1,14,0) active space.

The STEX method does not include electronic correlation
but describes the electronic relaxation, and allows for an
almost complete basis set to be used thus providing a full
one-electron description of the entire spectrum both below the
ionization threshold and in the continuum.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. NO+ photoabsorption spectra

The N 1s and O 1s NEXAFS spectra of NO+ are presented
in Fig. 1. The two K-edge spectra are very much alike with
one strong vibrationally resolved resonance at lower energy
(at approximately 403 eV and 535 eV for the nitrogen and
oxygen edges, respectively) and, starting from 13 to 15 eV
above this, several sharp resonances with lower intensity. This
is much different from the corresponding spectra of neutral
NO [34,35]. Even though the first strong resonance in both

neutral and ionic NO is a result of a 1s −→ 2π transition, it
is much broader in neutral NO. This is due to the open-shell
nature where spin coupling of the electrons in the two singly
occupied 2π orbitals to a core electron results in a three-fold
multiplet term structure. In NO+ the single strong 2π (or π∗)
resonance resembles instead, in terms of its energetic transi-
tion and strong oscillator strength, the π∗ resonance in neutral
N2 and CO. The feature seen below 402 eV in Fig. 1 is a result
of N2 contamination, as will be discussed further in Sec. IV B.
The NO+ oxygen 1s spectrum stands out in that the π∗ band
is much broader with less-resolved vibrational fine-structure.
This may be explained by the additive antibonding characters
of both π∗ and O 1s orbitals leading to longer bond length
and eventually a fully repulsive potential [36]. Just as for the
N2 and CO molecules, the strong π∗ intensity for NO+ (N
and O spectra) depletes, by virtue of the oscillator strength
sum rule, the intensity of the other peaks. A second noticeable
difference, with respect to neutral NO and also N2 and CO, is
that the range of narrow resonances is much wider: the energy
difference from π∗ to the core ionization potential (IP) in the
two spectra roughly doubles that of the neutral species. This
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TABLE II. Assignment of the NO+ spectrum at the oxygen
K-edge from MS-RASPT2 calculations together with calculated ex-
citation energy and oscillator strength ( f ). The energies were shifted
by −2.3 eV in order to match the experiment. Numbers in the first
column refer to labels in Fig. 1. For the oscillator strength ( f ),
numerals in square brackets indicate powers of 10.

Energy (eV) f (a.u.) [CI weight (%)] Assignment

1 534.80 9.63[−2] [65]1σ−12π

2 545.06 8.52[−4] [75] 1σ−15σ−12π 2

3 547.44 5.24[−5] [46]1σ−13sσ/[26]1σ−13pσ
4 549.38 8.35[−3] [82]1σ−11π−12π 2

5 549.5 2.82[−3] [43]1σ−13pσ/[25]1σ−13sσ
6 551.58 1.07[−2] [67]1σ−13pσ

[20]1σ−11π−12π3pσ
7 552.13 1.48[−3] [48]1σ−13pπ

[30]1σ−11π−12π3pπ
8 552.68 4.15[−3] [45]1σ−11π−12π 2

9 553.48 9.85[−3] [51]1σ−14pπ
[34]1σ−11π−12π4pπ

9 553.49 8.45[−3] [54]1σ−14sσ/[17]1σ−1σ ∗

10 553.96 3.61[−2] [49]1σ−1σ ∗/[17]1σ−14sσ
10 554.01 1.02[−3] [51]1σ−15pπ

[37]1σ−11π−12π5pπ
11 555.46 2.45[−3] [73]1σ−11π−12π 2

12 556.45 1.93[−3] [62]1σ−14σ−12π 2

is accompanied by an integral intensity shift in both spectra
to the upper sharp resonances (below IP), with the first ca
10 eV range from the π∗ excitation that is devoid of inten-
sity. The strong dication (core-hole + valence-hole) potential
compared to the single core-hole potential is the obvious cause
for this effect. It leaves a quite irregular remainder of sharp
resonances of σ and π transitions (see assignment in Tables I
and II). A closer look at the NO+ MS-RASPT2 spectra shows
that the single excitation ns and np series of transitions can be
discerned in both spectra calculated by MS-RASPT2; how-
ever, for most states a rather significant configuration mixing
is predicted by this method.

Another salient and perhaps the most conspicuous differ-
ence between the NEXAFS spectra of neutral and ionized
NO+ is the position of the σ ∗ resonance. While being ob-
served in the continuum of the neutral species, it is now found
in the discrete spectral part of the ionic NO+, at 420 eV and
553 eV (421.1 and 554.0 eV in the MS-RASPT2 calcula-
tions, see Tables I and II) in the nitrogen and oxygen spectra,
respectively. This is a further effect of the more attractive
potential in NO+. In the vertical calculation at the ground-
state equilibrium geometry, the σ ∗ transition is predicted to
be relatively strong in both spectra (and in both types of
calculations) at variance with its experimental appearance.
The reason for this discrepancy is seen in the potential energy
plot in Fig. 2(a) – showing that the σ ∗ core state is strongly
dissociative, something we can derive from the antibonding
character of the σ ∗ orbital [see Fig. 2(b)]. It can be relevant
to compare with the normal case of the σ ∗ shape resonance
in the continuum of several diatomic molecules, where the
excited electron is temporarily “trapped” by a potential barrier
which dictates its localization and coupling to the electron

FIG. 2. (a) MS-RASPT2 potential energy curves of NO+ at ni-
trogen (left) and oxygen (right) K edges. The black curves are the
potentials of a1 symmetry (considering the C∞h point group), with
red curve highlighting the potential related to the σ ∗ transition.
The blue curve represents the π∗ (from b1 symmetry) potential and
the dashed green line shows the Franck-Condon position. (b) MS-
RASPT2 natural molecular orbital σ ∗ of NO+.

continuum. Thus, roughly speaking, in the neutral NO (like
many other diatomics) the broadening of the σ ∗ transitions is
caused by double coupling to nuclear and electronic continua,
while this is changed to mainly nuclear continuum broadening
when, in the cation, the increased positive charge moves the
core −→ σ ∗ transition below the ionization potential. This
coupling (see Fig. 2) though is strong enough and, when
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FIG. 3. High-resolution experimental spectra of the nitrogen K
edge (top) and oxygen K edge (bottom) π∗ resonances of NO+. The
fitted parameters are given in Table III. On the nitrogen edge we
observe contamination of N2 in the photon energy region 400.7–
402.0. A comparison to the XAS spectrum of neutral N2, shifted
by +1.75 eV, is shown in dashed red and overlaps completely with
NO+. Theoretical MS-RASPT2 spectra are shifted +0.12 eV at the
nitrogen K edge and +1.98 eV at the oxygen K edge.
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TABLE III. Spectroscopic constants from Franck-Condon fits of the experimental oxygen and nitrogen K-edge spectra of NO+ (top) and
from theoretical MS-RASPT2 spectra (bottom). E00 is the energy difference between the lowest vibrational level in the ground state and the
lowest vibrational level in the excited state, ωe and ωeχe are the first and second vibrational constants, and � Re is the shift in internuclear
equilibrium distance. γ is the Lorentzian broadening given as FWHM. The experimental equilibrium bond length for the ionic ground state
is 1.06325 Å [18]. The uncertainties of the fitted model were estimated using Markov chain Monte Carlo [44,45]. The uncertainty of E00 is
dominated by the photon bandwidth.

E00 ωe ωeχe � Re γ

State (eV) (meV) (meV) (Å) (meV)

Experiment
Ground – 294.68 [18] 2.0 [18] –
2σ−12π 402.53 242.3 ± 1.6 3.1 ± 0.5 +0.06 ± 0.005 130 ± 5
1σ−12π 534.36 190.3 ± 0.3 2.0 ± 0.1 +0.14 ± 0.005 –
Theory Re (Å)
Ground – 290.64 1.97 – 1.067
2σ−12π 402.43 244.63 3.04 +0.05 1.117
1σ−12π 532.43 195.13 2.60 +0.13 1.199

included in the model, it significantly broadens the σ ∗ band
shape by many eVs, making the theoretical and experimental
spectra agree better in this energy range. Some of the upper
lying core-excited states potentials also show a dissociative
character (Fig. 2), however, the σ ∗ presents the most striking
effect. A more precise determination of the appearance of the
σ ∗ and of the interacting close-lying remainder states calls for
high-resolution measurements of this energy region compared
to calculations using a high-level multistate nuclear dynam-
ics approach with nonadiabatic coupling. This is beyond the
scope of the present paper, but we can still highlight the
similarity of the situation of the coupling of a dissociative
σ ∗ with a set of discrete Rydberg states as it appears in the
NEXAFS spectrum of neutral O2 [37–40].

Comparing the overall spectral RASPT2 and STEX re-
sults we see that the later results miss, as expected, the
transitions with strong multielectron character predicted by
RASPT2, while we can find correspondence between the
two approaches concerning one-particle-dominant transitions
although with somewhat altered intensities and energy posi-
tions. In particular, the σ ∗ transition comes out very strongly
in the two types of calculations. The STEX calculations tend
to widen the spectra with more oscillator strength towards
higher energies.

B. Vibrational analysis

The main π∗ resonances are vibrationally resolved at both
the nitrogen and oxygen K edges (see Fig. 3), allowing deter-
mination of the spectroscopic constants for the core excited
states, see Table III. The same 1σ−12π (O 1s−1) and 2σ−12π

(N 1s−1) configurations are reached in core-level photoemis-
sion of neutral NO. The vibrational progression of the N
1s−1 states in x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) gives
an internuclear equilibrium distance of 1.13 Å [41], which is
close to the distance obtained here. Adding our experimen-
tal shift in equilibrium distance +0.06 Å (see Table III), to
the ionic ground-state equilibrium distance 1.06325 Å [18],
we get 1.13 Å. However, our harmonic vibrational energy
(ωe = 242 meV) is higher than the value 228 meV obtained in
XPS [41]. A difference between photoemission of the neutral

molecule and XAS of the ion is that dipole selectivity ensures
that only the singlet final state is populated in XAS. Additional
broadening due to the Doppler effect or asymmetry caused
by postcollision interaction may also hamper the line-shape
analysis in photoemission. In addition, the 2�3/2 and 2�1/2

initial states of the neutral molecule are split by 15 meV
[42], and both contribute to the spectra in room temperature
experiments.

At the nitrogen K edge we observe contamination of N2 in
the photon energy region 400.7–402.0 eV, which enables us a
precise energy calibration. We note that the vibrational profile
associated with the 2σ−12π excitation almost coincides with
the 1σ−1

u 1πg of N2 if the latter is shifted +1.75 eV. The
excitations are similar as both systems go from a closed-shell
ground state to a state with a nitrogen core vacancy and an
electron in the first anti-bonding π orbital. The observation
suggests that the potential-surface change induced by the
excitation is little affected by “inside protonation”, i.e., by
the change of the charge of the neighboring nucleus. The
agreement between the two spectra may be surprising in view
of the differing equilibrium bond lengths of the ground states
of N2 (1.098 Å) and NO+ (1.063 Å).

The detailed analysis of the profile gives a Lorentzian
width of full width at half maximum (FWHM) = 130 meV
for the π∗ resonance in NO+, suggesting a slightly shorter
lifetime than the corresponding state in N2 where FWHM =
115 meV [43]. The theoretical spectra are in good agreement
with the experimental vibrational progressions (Fig. 3), and
the derived optical constants are close to the experimental
ones (Table III).

C. Comparison with NEXAFS spectra of isoelectronic
nitrogen containing species

The spectra of the isoelectronic species N2, N2H+,
NO+(N), and NO+(O) show similarities but also some salient
differences, see Fig. 4. They all share the feature of a very
strong oscillator strength to the first antibonding valence π∗
orbital, exhibiting quite similar vibrational progressions be-
tween the species, followed by weak irregular high-energy
excitations, being different from pure Rydberg progressions.
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FIG. 4. The experimental x-ray absorption spectrum of N2, N2H+, and NO+ at the nitrogen K edge and for NO+ also at the oxygen K
edge. The higher-energy parts are enlarged by a factor of 10 at the nitrogen K edge and a factor of 4 at the oxygen K edge. The high-energy
part of the N2 spectrum is adapted from Ref. [46]. The estimated ionization potentials are indicated by gray lines [8,47].

The effect of protonation is primarily to extend the spectra, in
case of “internal protonation” [NO+(N) and NO+(O)] the dis-
tance from the π∗ band to the ionization potential is roughly
doubled with respect to N2, while for “external protonation”
(N2H+) the extension is given by a factor of 1.5. Two other
salient differences can be highlighted, namely, the emergence
of the distance dependent low-energy charge transfer peak
in case of N2H+ [8], and the discrete character of the σ ∗
excitation in cases of NO+(N) and NO+(O).

For the well-known NEXAFS spectrum of N2 the domi-
nating excitations from the nitrogen core level to the lowest
unoccupied orbital (LUMO), π∗, i.e., the 1σ−1

u 1πg excitation,
occurs around 401 eV. At higher energies the Rydberg-like
series converge to the ionization thresholds around 410 eV,
followed by double excitations and a shape resonance in the
412 to 420 range [46]. To emphasize details, this part of the
spectrum in Fig. 4 is multiplied by a factor of 10 compared
the π∗ resonance. As noted, the general appearance of the
NEXAFS spectra of the N2H+ and NO+ cations are strik-
ingly similar to the N2 spectrum. They are dominated by the
π∗ resonance, only slightly shifted towards higher energies.
The vibrational fine-structure in this resonance is modified
in the N2H+ spectrum, but reappears in NO+ where the
fine-structure is almost identical to the N2 fine-structure. The
features at higher energies show a complex pattern below the
ionization limits, which are estimated to be around 419 eV for
N2H+ and 425 eV for NO+. The higher-energy features, also
here multiplied by a factor of 10, are more intense, relative to
the π∗ resonance than in the N2 spectrum, and the trend is that
the sharp spectral structures shift to higher energies with the
ionization limits.

In the case of N2H+ (we refer to Ref. [8] for a detailed
analysis) the separation of the two π∗ peaks and the evolution
of the electronic structure and of the charge transfer excitation
show smooth dependence on the proton position. There is
a clear extension of the spectra going from infinite distance
of the proton to the compound nucleus where fine-structures
show some, although not fully detailed, similarities. An in-
teresting feature of partial localization of the nitrogen core
orbitals with respect to proton distance could be unraveled

in Ref. [8]. This localization shows a strong, nonmonotonous
variation with proton distance qualitatively independent of the
theory method applied.

Concerning the remaining part of the spectrum we dis-
closed that cationic spectra [N2H+, NO+(N) and NO+(O)]
also show a complicated non-Rydberg structure. The wide
high-energy part of the spectra exhibit some detailed and
irregular structures for which a one-to-one mapping between
orbitals and states cannot be made. It displays rather that
the molecular orbital picture in some parts breaks down and
is replaced by a situation where Rydberg one-electron and
two-electron two-hole transitions coexist. The role of electron
correlation, as predicted by RASSCF calculations, is thus
significant; something also observed in isoelectronic N2H+
species, and even more prevalent in the cases of N2

+ and CO+,
where the so-called semi-internal configuration interaction
can be identified [5,6].

V. SUMMARY

In this paper we presented results from continuing efforts
to measure and characterize NEXAFS spectra from molecular
cationic species. Thus, earlier studies of N2

+ [5], CO+ [6],
and N2H+ [8] cations that indicated features of the spectra
widely different from those of closed-shell species are here
complemented by NO+ at the nitrogen and oxygen edges.
Salient differences from the NEXAFS spectra of NO, and
also of the well attended N2 and CO spectra, could be unrav-
elled; in particular a doubling of the full spectral width from
the first resonance to the ionization potential, a depletion of
intensity in a large interval above the π∗ resonance, and an
energy shift of the strongly repulsive σ ∗ resonance from the
continuum to below the ionization potential. Higher up in the
spectra complicated non-Rydberg structures appear for which
the molecular orbital picture in some parts breaks down and
is replaced by a situation where Rydberg one-electron and
two-electron two-hole transitions coexist.

A comparison with NEXAFS spectra of isoelectronic ni-
trogen containing species N2, N2H+, NO+(N), and NO+(O)
was made. Similarities and convergent trends between the
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discrete parts of the spectra could be discerned, apart from
the additional charge transfer transition to the proton in the
N2H+ case.
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